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INTRODUCTION

In tractor logging there are many variables

which contribute to increased or reduced logging

costs. These variables consist of size and type

of equipment, degree of aL ope, stand per acre,

distance of the haul, and the ground conditions.

Without actual studies of these factors, the deter

mination of the best method of procedure would

be difficult.

In this paper an effort is made to cover the

many steps necessary in taking and analyzing time

studies. Also a method of determining an economic

logging distance is discussed. There is no inten

tion of establishing new methods of carrying out

this work but merely a grouping of the necessary

steps and discussing them so they are easily under

stood.
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TIME STUDIES

IN TRACTOR LOGGING AND SHE DETERMINATION OF

AN ECONOMIC LOGGING DISTANCE BET-VEEN 3JRACES

SiANDAriDIZATION

Before any analysis of time will be of use to

compute costs of production, there are steps necessary

to standardize the method of production. This is

necessary in all industries and forms of machinery.

As given ay Liohtner in Time Study and Job Analysis,

job standardization may be defined as the method of

determining and applying standards of operating in

productive and distributive enterprises for the pur

pose of increasing production and lowering costs.

With this in mind, production may be increased

by increasing tne number of working hours, increasing

the number of machines on a job, or decreasing the

time necessary to do the job. By increasing the num

ber of working hours or the number of machines, the

cost of production would not be reduced; so the step

necessary to be accomplished first is to reduce the

time necessary for the various steps in the operation.

Many factors may contribute to this time element.

Some of these are: type of workmen, condition and

power of the machine, condition and type of tools, and

working conditions. With this in mind, it is readily

seen that job standardization includes something more

than the exact time it takes to do a job.
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Each job should be observed by a man well ac

quainted with the business to see that time is not

wasted in unecessary steps and that the tools and

machinery are utilized to the fullest extent before

studies of time are started.

Although the machinery and tools are used effi

ciently on most operations, many times "cats" are sent

to tne woods flying one or two chokers when three or

four could be used. Also, on short hauls, many times

the "cats" will return so fast that choker setters

will not have time to get chokers set ahead.

With these thoughts in mind, the necessity for

standardization is obvious. The machinery and tools

available must be utilized to the fullest extent

during the operation or the studies made will not be

based on representative samples.

METHODS OF STUDY

There are many methods of study which are capable

of giving the desired information. These consist of

actual time or watch studies, operators1 reports, and

case studies. Case studies also involve some actual

timing.

Watoh studies are the most accurate and give the

most information. Two men are used for this job, and

they are placed on the landing and at the point where

the logs are picked up so that the stops made by the
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"cats" can be recorded. These men are equipped with

stop watch capable of taking continuous time and

stop time. Also, they will use rules for measuring

the size of the logs and the forms on which to record

the necessary information. (See Figure I and Figure II)

Case studies are taken on particular areas and

all the tractors on this area are studied until this

area is logged. Here watches are sometimes used to

get reliable information on number of trips per day

and delay time. After this study is finished, the

cost of logging will be representative of the area log

ged and the average distance logged will be used to

classify this study when it is to be applied to a

different area.

Operators' reports are used by many companies

along with one of the previously mentioned methods

as a check to confirm the figures and to eliminate

any possible slip up. However, these reports are

sometimes used alone and are not used merely as a

basis for determining costs for a short period of time,

but are turned in every day by the tractor operators

and are used as a basis for depreciating the equip

ment. These reports consist of the number of trips

per day, the delay time during the day, the approxi

mate load per trip, and average distance of haul.
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SLOPE AND GROUND CONDITIONS

The slope of the ground varies a great deal over

any given area, and it is a factor which must be

considered on any logging "chance." In tractor log

ging, however, the slopes will lead to the various

landings and will be "with the loads" all the way as

very little if any skidding is done up hill except

in very difficult shows.

With the slope "with the loads", the "out" and

"in" times are more or less balanced in total time

because of the increased speed in coming in with loads

on the steeper slopes. Undoubtedly, the decrease in

"in" time will be greater than the increase in "out"

time on the steeper slopes up to a certain limit of

course; so the slopes can be used to an advantage

by the operator. When the slopes become so steep

that time is lost on the return trip or that return

roads need to be built, this factor must be taken into

consideration by the operator in the analysis of his

logging "chance."

Many different ground conditions will be encoun

tered on different areas. These also play an important

part in the speed and efficiency of the tractors.

Moist and firm ground is the ideal type, for it packs

readily and will give a solid footing for the tractors

which allows larger "turns" to be handled easily.
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Very rocky ground offers good traction, however, it

is hard on the equipment at high speeds or return

trips. Also, in this type of ground very often rocks

will tend to roll under the tracks and reduce the

speed and efficiency on steep slopes.

Probably the most und.es irable type of ground

is the deep loose soil which becomes dry and powdery

and results in deep ruts and dust. This dust and

the ruts will very often result in "hang-ups" due to

hidden chunks, low stumps, and small windfalls.,,

Therefore, when any type of study is being taken,

the slope and ground conditions must be noted and

recorded so that they may be taken into consideration

when applying the results of the study to other areas.

METHODS OF RECORDING TIME STUDIES

There is no set form to be followed in recording

the information desired in a time study. This item

is flexible and may be arranged in any order that

fits the information taken and the desires of the man

recording it.

There are many advantages gained, however, if

the information is listed in a sucessive order so

that continuous time may be taken and the time for

each particular operation obtained by subtracting

one from the other
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For actual watch studies, Figures I and II

illustrate possible methods of recording data. In

Figure I space is provided for diameter and length of

logs, and the volume may be computed in the office

which will make the field operations faster and less

complicated. The time, empty at landing, pick up

chokers, drop chokers, pick up logs, "in" time, "out"

time, and drop logs is easily computed by subtracting

the sucessive continual times. There is also space

provided for distance of turn, percent of slope, and

delay time to give all the possible desired informa

tion. With this form for recording, continuous time

may be used and fewer errors will result. 'The form

is compact and there is a complete set of data for

each turn which will give a complete picture of the

work and make analyzation easier.

In Figure II the number, diameter and length of

tne log are listed, and the continuous time for start

to hook, finish hooking, unhook, and start to hook

again is recorded. To get the time for eacn separate

operation, the successive times are subtracted' from

each other as was done for the form shown by Figure I.

The calculated hook time, load time, and return time,

can be listed on this sheet in the space provided for

easier inspection.

As mentioned before, there is no set rules to

follow in recording data taken on studies. Howevert
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it is advisable to use a form which will allow con

tinuous time to be taken and whioh will give information

on all the possible phases of the operation. A list

of these items which could be considered in field op

erations is shown in a paper presented by H.N. Rooney

at the thirty-first Pacific Logging Congress at

Victoria in 1940. These items are as follows:

001. Total operating machine hours

a. Working time

b. Lost time

o. Idle time

2. Number of trips

•3. Logs per trip

4. Total number of logs

5. Gross and net scale

o. Average stand per aore

7. Description of ground cover

8. Rough maps of the area showing

a. Bulldozed roads

b. Tractor skidding roads

c. Grades on the main skidding roads

d. Grades on the side roads

9. Notes on ground and weather condition

10. Efficiency of crew

11. Observations at various intervals on fixed

time for yarding, hook, and unhook

°° 1,ime Studies in Tractor Logging by H.N. Rooney,
Potlatch Forests, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho.
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Of course it is understood that all these items

are not absolutely necessary for all stiadies, but

possibilities of these items in analyzation and study

are evident. It is far better to have too much data

than not enough when the job is finished.

ANALYSIS

There are many costs to TAhioh the study of produc

tion is applied. These are the various ownership and

operating costs for the machines studied. Each machine

has a machine rate which consists of depreciation, re

pairs, fuel, grease, servicing, and labor, which are

operating costs. The ownership costs are taxes, insur

ance, and depreciation which the machine has while it is

not operating. A labor cost is also applied for the

men working with the maonine.

The first step necessary in the analysis of the

studies is to compute the volumes of the "turns" and

the time taken for each operation. These items are

worked out and filled in on the sheets. The net and

gross scale can be computed for this, but it is not

necessary.

It is desirable to know what oan be handled by

a piece of equipment; and this is the gross scale,

as the amount of defect or useable wood does not effect

the load the machine is able to handle.

After all the studies have been filled out, they

are sorted into groups. These groups are for distance
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of haul, ground slope, ground and weather conditions,

size and type of equipment, and stand per acre. Each

group is studied individually. Tne total operating

time is computed along with the percent of working

time, idle time, and lost time. The average volume

of each turn is computed along with the total volume

for the entire day. After these computations for each

group are completed, the volume is established that

can be hauled in a definite time, a definite distance,

under the various slope, ground, and weather conditions,

Of course these sortings or groups can be arranged

in any combination and all possible angles can be

studied. The daily cost for any machine can be taken

from a cost accounting system and a per M cost can be

established. This is also taken into consideration

in the group sortings.

USE OF TIME STUDIES

The use to which these studies can be put is

discussed in the following paragraphs. It would be

very difficult to establish the most profitable method

of logging any area without some figures on which to

base the ideas. It is easily understood that the

only method of obtaining these figures is to carry

out and analyze some method of time studies. After

these studies have been analyzed and the cost estab

lished for various sizes of equipment, the best size
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for profitable operation under various conditions

can be easily determined. Without these studies, one

size or type of equipment might be used continuously

on an operation while it was profitable to own and

operate two sizes even if one type were idle part of

the time. The best size or type of equipment for

ground slope and ground conditions can also be deter

mined in regard to cost of operating and output per
day.

The stand per acre and the size and volume of each

log is an important factor in the cost of logging.

Since the stand per acre is noted on the forms used

in recording the information taken on the study, it can

be used as a basis for any method or combination of

methods in logging. The average size and volume of

timber to be logged is known, and the least costly

type of equipment can be decided upon from the studies

taken and the analysis group from a per M cost per

day or per trip. The difference in ability of various

sizes of equipment to handle large or small logs on

a per M cost is easily seen.

From this organized information, many types of

graphs and schedules can be made to show the relative

cost of any operation for any type of equipment under

the various conditions. These graphs would show how

costs vary for:

1. Different sizes of equipment

2. Ground slopes
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3. Ground conditions

4. Stand per acre

5. Size of logs

6. Distance hauled

7. Cost per M.B.M. for skidding or wheeling under

v ar i ous c on diti ons

PLANNING AN ECONOMIC LOGGING DISTANCE BETWEEN TRACKS

With an accurate computation of cost per M.B.M.

for skidding or wheeling with "cats", graphs can be

drawn showing the economic logging distance for var

ious stands per acre and various costs per lineal

foot for railroad construction. This computation of

cost per M.B.M. is essentially based on time studies,

for accuracy in this figure is the determining factor

in the resulting graphs.

This use of wheeling or skidding cost is very

desirable in logging, for an economic logging distance

must be set up to plan railroad locations for best

results. This planning of railroad location involves

three fundamentals: construction cost per M, logging

cost per M, and stand per acre. With these three

conbined curves, plotted on cost per M and distance

out from the track, a point where cost of logging

will equal cost of railroad construction is easily

seen as shown by the ioliowing calcualtions and graphs.

The railroad construction cost per M.B.M. is based

on the cost per 100 feet station and the stand per acre
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of strips of varying depths. Sample calculations

for this step are shown in Figure III. After these

figures are computed and plotted, the skidding or

wheeling costs per M.B.M. for the various depths are

plotted on the same graph. These skidding or wheeling

costs are taken from the cost analysis of the previous

studies.

The combination of the two curves plotted, rail

road construction cost per M.B.M. and skidding and

wheeling costs per M.B.M., will show the distance

that logs can be skidded economically to the tracks.

An illustration of this complete graph is shown

by Figure IV in the appendix. This is a sample

graph of this system used by The Fruit Growers Supply

Company of Susanville, California. This was contributed

by A.E. Baker, Logging Superintendent. These are not

actual figures for the operation but merely an illus

tration of the system used.

The star on the combined curve indicates the

maximum distance that a log can be skidded or wheeled

economically under the conditions entered. It is

evident that the star or indicated point is beyond

the point where the wheeling costs start increasing,

but this is still the true economical point when

parallel tracks are considered.

The increased cost of seven or eight cents per M

for additional skidding or wheeling distance will be
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offset by the savings of additional track mileage.

This is understood easier when it is considered that

the wheeling costs do not increase quickly after

the lowest point is reached.
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CONCLUSION

Time studies are one of the tools of management,

and they are tne only efficient method of deriving

actual costs and representative figures upon which

costs can be based. However, due to the rapidly chang

ing costs of equipment, changing types of equipment,

and changing ability of the equipment, the data

compiled is quickly outgrown by companies purchasing

new tractors.

After the basic studies are made, however, any

new studies can be easily used by developing a factor

to apply to the old studies. This will bring into

use the original figures on ground conditions, slope

servicing, and labor without a great deal of extra

expense.

The first impression of times studies is the

excessive cost of taking and working up enough data to

be of use to an operator, but after due consideration

of the uses to which it may be put, the value is

realized. Many companies have saved large amounts

of money and time by collecting this material and

using it in their cost analysis.

As a whole, time studies are very flexible and may

be developed in any manner desired. The only practical

rule to be considered is to be sure and take enought

so that a representative sample will be had, and so

that they will be of some use rather than a useless

overhead expense.
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RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION COST PER M.B.M.

Formula:

Cost of Railroad per 100 Foot Station

Dept of Strip X 100
X Stand per Acre

43,560

Cost of railroad per 100 foot station = $60.00
Depth of strip r 500 feet
Stand per acre = 10 M.B.M.

QUO A 100 - 1.14 acres X10M: 11,4 M
43,560

$60.00 r $5.26
11.4 M

Depth of strip r 1000 feet

1000 X 100 r 2.24 acres X 10 M - 22.4
45,560

160.00 - $2.63
22.4 M ~

Depth of strip 1500 feet

1500 X 100 z 3.42 acres X 10 M Z 34.2
43,560

$60.00 _ $1.75
34.2 M "

FIGURE III
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